Design And Development Of A Real Time Messenger Application For Android

Abstract - In today's digital age, while messaging apps have become a staple in our daily communications, many feel impersonal. The majority lack the flexibility for users to express their individuality, leaving a one-size-fits-all experience generic. To address this, we've crafted an Android messenger that balances core messaging functionalities with a splash of personal flair. Users aren't just limited to sending predefined blue chat bubbles, the predictable notification bells, and the rigid user interfaces. Imagine a messaging software that combines the personal touch of handwritten messages with the convenience we've become accustomed to from premium applications. A platform that enables you to express yourself, personalize the app, and do more than simply interact. This is an experience, a digital version of oneself, not simply another communication software. Our Android messaging software seeks to close the distance between emotionless digital text and intelligent conversation by utilizing the strength and adaptability of React Native CLI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pace at which communication has changed in our fast-paced digital environment is unprecedented. Instantaneous messaging has replaced the days of waiting for mail or making landline calls; this shift has been spearheaded by the ubiquitous smartphones. One of the most popular mobile operating systems in the world, Android, has been leading this revolution in communication. Consumers frequently express a need for a more intimate element in their everyday digital interactions. Let's take a look at the world of Android messaging applications.

II. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

Messaging apps stand as towering giants in the vast landscape of digital communication, connecting millions and facilitating countless interactions on a daily basis. However, a closer examination reveals a widespread problem: a lack of personalization and individual expression. The market is flooded with apps that, while useful, provide a consistent experience, leaving users yearning for a platform that can be tailored to their specific needs. This uniformity frequently leads to a sense of detachment, with the communication tool feeling cold, with the communication tool
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feeling more like a sterile instrument than an extension of one's personality. The issue isn't just aesthetic. In the absence of customizing possibilities, consumers may feel confined, thereby impedig open and free conversation. When the setting feels generic, the conversations within it may unintentionally take the same tone. The aim is to create an Android messaging app that effortlessly incorporates key functionality while also allowing users to express themselves, resulting in a more intimate and engaging conversation experience.

III. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY USED

We used a combination of industry-leading techniques and technologies to solve the above problem:

React Native CLI: React Native CLI, chosen for its unparalleled flexibility and performance, enables the building of native Android apps using JavaScript. Its component-based architecture offers a consistent user experience and quick development cycles.

Firebase: Serving as the backbone of our app, Firebase offers a suite of cloud-based tools that handle authentication, database storage, and real-time data synchronization. Its integration ensures that our app remains scalable, secure, and responsive.

Supplementary Libraries: To enhance the app's feature set and provide a richer user experience, we integrated several additional libraries:

- @miblanchard/react-native-slider: Enables dynamic UI adjustments.
- @react-native-async-storage/async-storage: Provides local storage capabilities, allowing users to save preferences.
- react-native-image-picker: Facilitates image selection, crucial for profile and wallpaper customization.
- react-native-contacts: Integrates with the device's contact list for easy access and communication.
- react-native-gesture-handler & react-native-reanimated: These libraries enrich the app's interactivity, ensuring fluid animations and responsive touch controls.

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. The Origins of SMS and the Rise of Text Messaging

In the early 1990s, the world of communication experienced a silent revolution: the introduction of the Short Message Service (SMS). This seemingly basic device, which allowed communications of up to 160 characters, suddenly became a cornerstone of modern communication. It marked a new era in which brevity and speed were valued, profoundly altering our communication patterns from phone conversations to fast, text-based discussions. The subsequent introduction of Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) broadened this environment. We were no longer simply texting; we were now exchanging photographs, movies, and sounds. MMS, however, was not without its difficulties. Issues with network compatibility and varying phone capabilities frequently hampered its potential, making it a less ubiquitous answer than its predecessor, SMS.

1. The Smartphone's First Wave of Messaging Apps

With the emergence of smartphones came the birth of a completely new breed of communication tools: the first generation of messaging applications. BlackBerry Messenger (BBM), which debuted in 2005, was a pioneer. It provided quick delivery and read receipts, both of which we now take for granted but were groundbreaking at the time. But it wasn't until messaging applications like WhatsApp and Viber hit the market that they truly came into their own. They dismantled the boundaries erected by network carriers and device makers, providing a cross platform method of staying connected. These applications took use of the increasing availability of internet connectivity to deliver a more comprehensive and adaptable messaging experience. Smartphones and Internet connectivity are the driving forces. This incredible journey of messaging applications would not have been feasible without two essential factors: broad smartphone usage and increased internet access. These technical improvements not only made messaging applications more accessible to a wider audience, but they also fostered continuous innovation in terms of functionality and user interface design.

B. Messaging App User Interface and Experience Design Evolution in Messaging Apps

The growth of messaging app User Interface (UI) and User Experience (UX) has been a continual path of innovation, closely reflecting the fast improvements in smartphone technology.

1) Messaging UI/UX in its Early Stages:

Early messaging applications featured basic and effective UIs that focused mostly on text-based communication. The design was simple, with only a few input boxes and send buttons. With the introduction of touchscreen smartphones, messaging applications began to add more intuitive and visually appealing components. Chat bubbles, swiping motions, and customisable keyboards were all introduced as part of this.

2) Multimedia Feature Integration:

Emojis and Stickers: The addition of emojis and stickers to communications added a new layer, allowing users to convey emotions more clearly. Media Sharing: The ability to exchange photographs, movies, and music files gradually became the norm, considerably improving the user engagement experience.

UI/UX of a Modern Messaging App:

Interfaces that are clean and intuitive: Modern applications promote simplicity and ease of navigation. Design components are intentionally placed to direct user attention and make the most commonly used functionality readily available.

Dark Mode and Customization: Recent trends reveal that dark mode for messaging applications is becoming increasingly popular, giving an eye-friendly alternative to standard bright screens. Furthermore, customization features such as chat themes and text sizes are becoming more widespread.
Security Protocols in Messaging Applications

**Encryption Technologies**

**End-to-End Encryption (E2EE)**

**Overview:** E2EE is a method of secure communication that prevents third parties from accessing data while it’s transferred from one end system to another. In messaging apps, this means only the communicating users can read the messages.

**Implementation:** Popular messaging apps like WhatsApp, Signal, and Telegram have implemented E2EE. WhatsApp uses the Signal Protocol, while Telegram uses its proprietary MTProto protocol.

**Benefits:** E2EE ensures that the content of conversations remains private and secure from interception or eavesdropping, even by the service providers themselves.

**Challenges:** While E2EE offers strong encryption of messaging apps, it also raises concerns, particularly in law enforcement, where it’s seen as a hurdle in criminal investigations.

a) **Transport Layer Security (TLS)**

- **Overview:** TLS encrypts the channel of communication between the user and the server. It is used in combination with E2EE to provide an extra degree of security.
- **Implementation:** TLS is used by many messaging apps to secure communications in transit between the client and the server.
- **Benefits:** TLS prevents data during transmission from being intercepted. It works very well against man-in-the-middle attacks.

C. Case Study

a) **Case Study 1:** Security Vulnerabilities in WhatsApp (2019)

- **Incident:** In May 2019, WhatsApp discovered a flaw that allowed hackers to install commercial Israeli spyware on phones. A missed WhatsApp call was enough to install the malware.
- **Impact:** The impact of this compromise was significant, raising major worries about the security of messaging applications, especially those with strong encryption algorithms.
- **Response:** WhatsApp swiftly patched the flaw and recommended its 1.5 billion users to upgrade their applications as a precaution.

b) **Case Study 2:** The Encryption Controversy at Telegram (2016)

- **Incident:** In 2016, researchers discovered weaknesses in Telegram's encryption mechanism, MTProto. It was chastised for being homegrown, untested, and not as secure as advertised.
- **Impact:** The impact of this occurrence was that it triggered a debate regarding the dependability of proprietary encryption techniques and the need of utilizing well-established, peer-reviewed cryptographic methods.
- **Response:** Telegram responded by defending its protocol, but the criticism underlined the need of openness and standardization in encryption methods used in messaging apps.

D. **Technology Trends in Messaging Apps:**

1) **AI and Machine Learning in Messaging Apps**

The use of AI and Machine Learning (ML) in messaging applications marks a significant advancement in how we engage with technology. These developments are not only changing user experiences, but also establishing new benchmarks for app usefulness and performance.

**Predictive Text and Smart Replies** Powered by AI Predictive text is one of the most apparent implementations of AI in messaging apps. As users type, machine learning algorithms assess their typing tendencies and linguistic preferences to propose words or sentences. This function simplifies communication, making it faster and more straightforward.

Apps like Google's Gboard have taken this a step further by providing contextually appropriate responses based on the substance of the chat. These AI-powered capabilities are very valuable for increasing productivity, especially for users conversing on the move.

2) **Chatbots are Automated Assistants.**

Another notable AI integration in messaging apps is chatbots. These virtual assistants may perform a range of functions within the chat interface, such as answering questions and providing customer service. Chatbots have been widely used for business reasons, on platforms such as Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp, altering customer service paradigms.

Chatbots employ natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning to interpret and answer to user questions, making the user experience more engaging and responsive.

3) **Adoption and Impact Studies**

Because of the real benefits these technologies provide, AI and ML have seen fast acceptance in messaging apps. According to Gartner, 70% of white-collar professionals will interact with conversational platforms on a regular basis by 2022. This statistic highlights the increasing dependence on AI-powered communication technologies in professional contexts.

A **Comprehensive Survey of Messaging System Research** The current rise in internet usage has radically altered the communication scene. As a result, numerous messaging and chatting systems have evolved, each attempting to bridge communication gaps and provide consumers with a unified experience.

In their study "Online Chat Request," published in the International Journal of Research in Engineering, IT, and Social Sciences in 2020, Mittal et al. addressed the crucial
topic of security in messaging apps. Their emphasis on the
employment
of current tools to maintain safe communication emphasizes the value of user privacy in today's interconnected
environment. They demonstrated the XSalsa20 calculator, emphasizing its strong security and compatibility for mobile phones, which ensures that users' messages stay private even if devices are compromised. Simultaneously, Gayathri and Kalieswari's work in 2020 highlighted the need for flexibility in chat applications, with the goal of providing a stable and instant messaging system. Their study, published in the International Journal of Engineering and Advanced Technology (IEAT), stressed the potential of chat apps in the business arena, with capabilities such as group chats, improved security, and the ability to conduct video conversations and share location. On the technical side, Henriyin et al.'s 2016 paper, "Designing and deploying a real-time web-based chat server," presented at the International Conference on Engineering and Technology (ICSET), emphasized the importance of real-time multi-site chat apps, advocating for server-construction using Node.js. Prior to these improvements, however, one of the oldest and most widely used communication methods was electronic mail. The design of the e-mail system, which consists of SMTP servers for outgoing mail and POP3 or IMAP servers for incoming mail, has laid the groundwork for many modern chat programs.

Instant Messaging (IM) has now grown as a real-time extension of this, allowing for private conversation between two users as well as longer chat sessions with multiple participants. The difficulty with IM is its scalability, especially when millions of people are logged in at the same time. This scalability issue is compounded when clients are behind firewalls, making continuous and quick communication difficult. Furthermore, the rise of social networking sites has added another degree of complexity to digital communication. While these platforms provide peer-to-peer discussions, typically in groups, the algorithms used to display news and online friends have a significant impact on user experience. The scalability of these platforms' simultaneous discussions, combined with the dynamic nature of news updates and online presence, can occasionally induce latency in message delivery. Finally, as the digital communication landscape evolves, the problems and solutions given by many scholars highlight the importance of secure, scalable, and real-time messaging platforms. The

balance between user experience, security, and technical resilience is at the center of this domain's continuous study.

1. Comparative Study Analysis of Literature Survey

2. Comparative Analysis of Messaging Platforms

3. Usage Trends of Messaging Apps from 2010 to 2023

- **WhatsApp (Blue Line):** The graph demonstrates a substantial increase in trend in WhatsApp usage beginning in 2010. There is a clear growth surge in early 2013, and usage steadily rises, peaking around 2019 before fluctuating. Nonetheless, the general trend for WhatsApp shows a dominant and growing usage over time, with a clear lead over the other two applications.

- **Telegram (Red Line):** Telegram's use line shows a gradual growth but remains pretty stable until around 2018, when there is a minor boost in usage. Although there are tiny gains and plateaus, the trend for Telegram reveals that it is growing steadily but modestly in comparison to WhatsApp, with no abrupt spikes or declines.

- **Signal (Yellow Line):** The yellow line depicts Signal use, which is continuously low over the time period, implying a considerably smaller user base. The line is practically flat, showing that the app's usage has not increased significantly over the years.

4. Comparative Analysis on Usage Trends:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Messaging App</th>
<th>Market Dominance</th>
<th>User Preference</th>
<th>Possible B-to-T Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WhatsApp</strong></td>
<td>Dominates market, widespread adoption</td>
<td>High user preference</td>
<td>Showing off new feature set, seizes top market position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telegram</strong></td>
<td>Steady growth, resilient user base</td>
<td>Growing discovery by new users</td>
<td>Loyal to gradual growth path, sees niche market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal</strong></td>
<td>Significantly lower usage, niche market</td>
<td>Focused on security-conscious users</td>
<td>Privacy becomes a dominant user experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Comparative Analysis on Usage Trends
5. Market Share of WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, Telegram Signal according to Statista

- **WhatsApp (Blue):** WhatsApp has continuously maintained a sizable market share throughout all quarters. It looks to be the dominating player, with the blue part taking up the majority of the space in each stacked bar.

- **Facebook Messenger (Grey):** As indicated by the grey regions, Facebook Messenger has a sizable market share. While it is somewhat lower than WhatsApp's share, it has been reasonably stable over the quarters, showing a solid and consistent user base.

- **Telegram (Black):** Telegram, represented in black, has a lesser but noteworthy market share. There may be minor variations from quarter to quarter, but the platform remains active continuously.

- **Signal (Red):** Signal has the smallest market share, as indicated by the red sections. Despite being the smallest, there is a noticeable uptick in the later quarters, indicating growing user adoption, which could be driven by increased awareness of privacy issues.

6. Monthly Active Users (MAU) in Millions according to Statista

- **WhatsApp:** WhatsApp is the most popular messaging app in the world, with an amazing 2,000 million MAU.

- **Weixin / WeChat:** Weixin (also known as WeChat outside of China) has 1,309 million MAU, suggesting its strong position, notably in the Chinese market.

- **Facebook Messenger:** With 931 million MAU, Facebook Messenger ranks third, demonstrating its importance in worldwide digital communication.

- **Telegram:** Telegram is next on the list, with 700 million MAU, indicating sizable user base for the privacy-focused messaging app.

- **Snapchat:** Snapchat shows 635 million MAU, highlighting its popularity, especially among younger demographics.

- **QQ:** Lastly, QQ, another messaging service popular in China, shows 574 million MAU.

Analysis:
The data depicts a varied landscape of messaging applications, each with its own market sector. The popularity of WhatsApp and WeChat indicates their widespread adoption and incorporation into regular communication, particularly in their respective core markets. The high MAU of Facebook Messenger highlights the benefit of integrating with the Facebook social media network. Telegram's large user base reflects a rising concern for privacy and security among users, whereas Snapchat's MAU reflects its popularity among people who like multimedia messaging. Finally, QQ's presence highlights the company's localized dominance in the Chinese market.

V. SYSTEM DESIGN

1. App Architecture

   ![App Architecture Diagram]

   "Samvāda" is the name of the app. This app is primarily divided into two main parts:

   **Login Stack:** This section likely handles the functionalities and processes related to user login. It may include user authentication, sign-in procedures, and possibly account creation or password recovery options.

   **Logout Stack:** This section presumably deals with the operations related to logging out of the app. It might include the process of safely ending a user's session and ensuring data security during logout.
A. Logout Stack

- **Welcome Screen**: The initial screen users see upon opening the app.
- **Login Screen**: A dedicated screen where existing users can enter their credentials to access their account.
- **Register Screen**: A screen for new users to create an account.
- **Verification Screen**: After registration, users might be navigated here to verify their credentials or account details.

B. Login Stack:

- **Home Screen**: The main screen users see after successfully logging into the app.
- **Chat Screen**: A section dedicated to user chats or messaging.
- **All Contact Screen**: A list or display of all the user's contacts within the app.
- **Account Edit Screen**: Allows users to edit or modify their account information.
- **Wallpaper Screen**: A screen where users can view or select different wallpapers.
- **Wallpaper Edit Screen**: Users can likely customize or make changes to their selected wallpaper here.

II. User Data Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO.</th>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>UID</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>phoneNumber</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>(timestamp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>userImage</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>username</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: User Data Structure

III. Chat Data Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>sender</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>receiver</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>timestamp</td>
<td>(String)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Chat Data Structure
c. Activity Diagram

1. **Start**: The journey begins here.
2. **Have an Account?**: The application checks if the user has an account.
   - No: The user is directed to "Create Account." Yes: If the user has an account, the application will "Grant Access."
3. Once access is granted, the user is presented with multiple pathways:
   a. **Display All Recent Chats**: Shows the user's recent chat conversations.
      - **Open Chat?**:
      - Yes: Opens the "Display Chat Window" where the user can view and continue a conversation
      - No: Returns to the main chat screen
   b. **New Chats and Contacts**: Allows the user to start new chats or add new contacts.
   c. **Account Control**: Gives the user the ability to modify their profile settings.
      - **Edit Profile?**:
      - Yes: Takes the user to the "Display Profile Edit Screen" where they can make various changes:
      - **Logout**
      - Yes: The user will "Logout and Go to Login Screen," effectively ending their session.
      - No: Returns to the main chat screen

4. **Login Process Flow Chart**

   - **Login Process**
     - **Login screen**
     - **Multiple Subsequent login attempts**
     - **Decision phone number verified**
     - **Is phone number verified?**
     - **Contact number**
     - **Yes**
     - **No**

5. **Algorithms**

   - **For Sending a Message in a Real-time:**
     - **Step 1: Establish Database References**
       - Define the path in the database where chat messages will be stored.
       - Create a reference to this path using the Firebase SDK.
     - **Step 2: Prepare the Message**
       - Collect the message text and any other relevant information (sender ID, timestamp, etc.).
       - Trim the message to remove any leading or trailing whitespace.
     - **Step 3: Validate the Message Content**
       - Check if the message is not empty.
       - Optionally, validate the length of the message or any other constraints you wish to enforce.
     - **Step 4: Create a Unique Identifier for the Conversation**
       - If it's a one-on-one chat, you could combine the sender's and receiver's user IDs in a way that the combination is always consistent regardless of who sends the message.
       - For group chats, use the group ID as the identifier.
     - **Step 5: Send the Message**
       - Use the push() method provided by Firebase to add the message to the database at the designated path.
       - Include the message text, sender ID, and a server-generated timestamp in the data to be pushed.
     - **Step 6: Handle Acknowledgements**
       - Listen for a success response from Firebase to confirm that the message has been sent.
       - Handle any errors that may occur during the send operation, such as permission issues or network failures.
     - **Step 7: Update the UI**
       - After a successful send, update the chat UI to display the new message.
       - Optionally, scroll the chat view to the bottom so the new message is visible.
     - **Step 8: Clear the Message Input**
       - Clear the input field in the chat UI to prepare for the next message.
     - **Step 9: Maintain Chat Meta-data**
       - Optionally, update the last message, time, and unread counts in a separate node in the database to make it easy to show recent chats and notifications.

6. **IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS**

   - **App Screen Shots:**
The "Samvāda" app offers an intuitive user authentication process showcased in a contemporary dark mode design. Initiating with the “Welcome Screen,” users are visually greeted and led to the subsequent "Login Screen" to input their phone number. For newcomers, the "Registration Screen" facilitates account creation by capturing their name and phone number. The journey concludes with the "Verification Screen," where an OTP ensures user authenticity. This systematic flow ensures a smooth and secure experience for all users.
- Login Screen - (Dark Mode)

(HOME SCREEN)

(PROFILE SCREEN)

(CHAT SCREEN)

(WALLPAPER PREVIEW SCREEN)
Following authentication, the "Samvadi" software improves user engagement by displaying its major features against a stylish ‘dark mode’ backdrop. The “Home Screen” consolidates all messages and directs the user to specific chat sessions via the "Chat Screen." The "Profile Screen," where individual profiles can be managed, demonstrates a tailored user experience. The "Wallpaper Preview Screen" provides a preview of the background for customers wanting personalization, while the "Wallpaper Selection Screen" showcases a plethora of bright wallpapers for users to choose and elevate their chat environment. This organized layout offers a user-friendly, dynamic, and visually pleasing journey.

**VII. RESULT ANALYSIS**

**Results:**

1. **User Interface and Experience (UI/UX):**
   The interface has been designed with a modern and intuitive layout, aiming to cater to the current trends and user preferences. The profile customization and visual adjustments have been integrated to enhance user experience and offer a personalized touch.

2. **User Authentication and Profile Management:**
   With the integration of Firebase, the app offers robust and secure authentication system. The sign-up and login processes are streamlined, and users can easily manage and update their profiles.

3. **UI Customization:**
   The app provides users with the flexibility to adjust and personalize various aspects of the interface. Such features aim to set the app apart in a market where customization options in messenger apps can sometimes be limited.

Chatting Capability:

- **One-on-One interactions:** The software allows two users to communicate directly, allowing for confidential and individualized interactions.
- **Message Deletion:** Users may remove messages, giving them control over their chat history.
- **Recent Chat Display:** For easy access, the most recent chats are prominently presented in a distinct 'Recent' area.

**Discussion:**

**User Interface and Experience (UI/UX):**
   The importance of an intuitive UI can't be understated, especially in today's competitive app market. Initial feedback from peers suggests the design is on track, but a broader sample size for user testing might offer more comprehensive insights.

**User Authentication and Profile Management:**
   Security remains a top priority, especially with increasing concerns over data breaches and privacy. Regular updates and perhaps third-party audits might be beneficial to ensure the app’s authentication system remains secure.

**UI Customization:**
   While the customization features are promising, it's essential to ensure they don't compromise the app's performance. Rigorous testing across different devices will be crucial.

Chatting Capability:
   The chat function will be the heart of the app. As it's developed, considerations for features like encryption, multimedia sharing, and other modern chat functionalities will be vital.

**Market Launch and User Feedback:**
   A phased launch, starting with a beta version for select users, could be a strategic approach. This would allow for real-world testing and feedback, ensuring any glitches or shortcomings are addressed before a full-scale launch.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

Our Android chat app development adventure has been both tough and enjoyable. As we progressed through the design, development, and refinement stages, it became clear that the app’s emphasis on user customization and powerful backend connection would set it apart in the modern messaging world. While the app has made tremendous progress in terms of UI/UX design and security measures, the lack of fundamental chatting functionality highlights the project's developmental nature. Nonetheless, the preliminary work accomplished thus far provides a solid framework for future developments.

**IX. Future Scope**

- **Chat Functionality:** The impending inclusion of the chat feature will be revolutionary. Future versions will look into group chats, and possibly multimedia sharing.
- **Advanced security** measures will grow in tandem with cyber threats. End-to-end encryption and two-factor authentication could help to increase user trust and data security.
- **Voice and Video Call Integration:** Future versions of the app may include voice and video call functionality to make it a more versatile communication tool.
- **Integration with Other Platforms:** Our software has the ability to integrate with other popular platforms or services, hence increasing its utility and user base.
- **Machine Learning and AI:** Using chatbots for instant customer service or AI-driven algorithms to advise user customisation can be investigated to
improve the user experience.

- **Feedback and Iterative Development**: Collecting user input after launch will be critical. This will aid with the app's refinement, issue fixes, and the introduction of features that are popular with the user population.

- **Expansion to Other Operating Systems**: While our first focus was on Android, the app's popularity may pave the road for its development on other platforms, such as iOS.
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